A CONSPECTUS OF THE RECORDINGS
OF SPOHR,S SYMPHONIES: PART TWO
by Keith Warsop
The original essay on this subject by Martin Pulbrook appeared in Spohr Journal 36 (2009)
but because of family reosons Dr Pulbrook has been unable to produce his planned

supplement dealing with the completion of the Howard Grtffiths and Howard Shelley cycles
so the present author has stepped into the breach

Introduction

TN HIS 2009 essay, Martin Pulbrook listed some outstanding recordings of symphonies from
! the standard repertoire and pointed out that they emerged from a good and sometimes

Iexhaustive tradition of interpretation that had

been built up over the years. Despite this
'platform of consciousness', as he termed it, less good recordings continued to be issued. He
suggested that if such disappointing readings could stilt be made in respect of well-known
territory, how much more difficult it was in the case of Spohr's symphonies where there had been
no significant performing tradition at all so that conductors and listeners often felt lost.
Finally, he hoped that by considering all the evidence he might be able to point towards
building up just such a 'platform of consciousness' in relation to Spohr's symphonies so that the
full extent of what Spohr achieved as a symphonist might eventually be revealed.
In this survey of Spohr symphony recordings issued since Dr Pulbrook's essay appeared in
2009, they are considered in relation to his remarks on the earlier versions of the works. It should
be pointed out that as no further recordings of Symphony No.2 have been released since 2009,
that work is not dealt with here.
For the record, in considering Symphony No.2, Dr Pulbrook favoured Alfred Walter on Marco
Polo with Howard Shelley (Hyperion) close behind but Howard Griffiths (cpo) was felt to
sacrifice too much in his pursuit of excitement (Clive Brown has since pointed out that Griffiths
is definitely too fast and ignores Spohr's metronome markings, especially in the first movement).
Dr Pulbrook approves of Choo Hoey's interpretation on his 1985 Marco Polo disc but notes that
his Singapore orchestra is, by a considerable distance, the least polished and accomplished. This
disc was reissued in summer 2015 on Naxos 8.573507.
Turning to Symphony No.3, Dr Pulbrook noted that he had been unable to locate a copy of the
l952Uranta LP of the work where Georg Schlemm conducted the Frankfurt Radio Orchestra (the
first recording of any Spohr symphony) but that he hoped to be able to include coverage of it in
his supplement. We are grateful to Eugene Minor who has kindly made a CD copy of the LP for
us and so enabled us to carry out Dr Pulbrook's wishes. We also note that the 1983 LP version
of this symphony recorded on Schwann Musica Mundi VMS 1620 with Gerd Albrecht conducting
the Radio-Symphonie Orchester Berlin was later released on CD as Koch Schwann CDll62O.
The detailed timings shown for the various sections of movements are included for a specific
purpose
to make it clear how much of a consensus or otherwise there is among the different
conductors and so tell us how near we might be to a performance tradition being built up; that
'platform of consciousness' desired by Dr Pulbrook.
It will be noticed that the greatest tempo diversity across the recordings relates to the slow
movements, particularly in the cases of the First, Third, Sixth and Ninth. Spohr is known to have

complained that his slow movements were often taken too quickly and it appears as if that is still
the case with some conductors. Certainly it is the broader performances which make the greater
impact on the listener.
Finally, in order to avoid clumsiness in referring back to Dr Pulbrook's reviews, there follows
a list of the recordings which he took into consideration:
Symphony No.l in E flat major, Op.20
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Czecho-Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra (1990,
Marco Polo 8.223363)
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2006. Hyperion

cDA676t6)
Symphony No.2 in D minor, Op.49
LP/CD recording by Choo Hoey with the Singapore Symphony Orchestra, coupled with Franz
Lachner's Symphony No.1 in E flat major, Op.32 (1985, Marco Polo 6.22036018.220360)
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Slovak State Philharmonic Orchesfra(L992, Marco Polo
8.2234s4)
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2006. Hyperion

cDA676t6)
CD recording by Howard Griffrths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2006-01, cpo 777 178-2)
Symphony No.3 in C minor, Op.78
LP recording by Tamris Sulyok with the Stidwestdeutsche Philharmonie, Konstanz, coupled with
E.T.A. Hoffmann's Symphony in E flat (1974, RBM Musikproduktion RBM3035)
LP recording by Gerd Albrecht with the Radio-Symphonie-Orchester Berlin (1983, Schwann
Mundi VMS1620)
CD recording by Leopold Hager with the Sinfonieorchester Siidwestfrmk Baden-Baden, coupled
with Bruckner's Overture in G minor and Schumann's Cello Concerto a:ranged for Violin (1988,
Amati SRR8904/1)
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Czecho-Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra (1997,
Marco Polo 8.223439)
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2007, cpo 777 177 -2)
Symphony No.A (The Conseuation of Sounds) in F major, Op.86
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Budapest Symphony Orchestra (1987, Marco Polo
8.223122)
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2007. Hyperion

cDA67622)
Symphony No.5 in C minor, Op.102
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Czecho-Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra (1990,
Marco Polo 8.223363)
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2007. Hyperion
cD467622)
Symphony No.6 (Iftlslorical) in G major, Op.116
LP/CD recording by Karl Anton Rickenbacher with the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra
(1983, Orfeo S 094 8.4lAlC 094 841,4.)
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Czecho-Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra (1991,
Marco Polo 8.223439)
Symphony No.1 (The Earthly and Divine in Human Life) in C major, Op.12L
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Czecho-Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra (1991,
Marco Polo 8.223432)

Symphony No.8 in G major, Op.137
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Czecho-Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra (1991,
Marco Polo 8.223432)
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2006-07, cpo 777 178-2)
Symphony No.9 (Ifte Seasons) in B minor, Op.l43
LP/CD recording by Karl Anton Rickenbacher with the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra
(1983, Orfeo S 094 84lNC 094 841A)
CD recording by Alfred Walter with the Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra(L99}, Marco Polo
8.2234s4)
Symphony No.10 in E flat major, WoO.8
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2007, cpo 777 177-2)
The six recordings released since Dr Pulbrook's article appeared in 2009 plus the lg52TJraria
LP of Symphony No.3 are now covered:
Symphony No.l in E flat major, Op.20
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2007, cpo 777 179-2)
IN THIS symphony Spohr travels a long way stylistically, from the strong Mozart influence via
the E flat Symphony, K.543, in the opening movement, the Haydn-Mozart mix in the Larghetto
con moto and the Scherzo d la Beethoven to the finale which moves away from these models to
a much stronger personal style. The very fact that Spohr marks this finale Allegretto and uses
sonata form demonstrates how ambitious he was to go beyond the jolly eighteenth century rondo
Allegro or Presto.
Although Griffiths gives us a well-executed, exciting reading he falls short in a number of
respects, the two most important areas being the slow movement and the finale. Even more than
Alfred Walter, his swift tempo for the slow movement gives it an intermezzo-like feeling and,
compared to his 4m.46s. (and Walter's 5m.42s.), Howard Shelley's 6m.24s. gives us a sensitive
and lyrical interpretation that better fits into the symphony overall.
Walter (9m.23s.) is at his best in the finale with Shelley (8m.35s.) on his heels but Griffiths
(8m.7s.) takes the movement at a pace nearer to Allegro thanAllegretto and so places it closer
to those eighteenth century quick finales which Spohr appears to have attempted to avoid.
The Scherzo responds better to Griffiths's approach. Spohr himself came to feel that it was
too long and therefore had the repeats removed from the Scherzo proper though leaving them in
place in the Trio. However, Walter omits the second, longer, repeat here, hence his overall timing
for the movement of 7m.2s. Shelley gives a fine, broad reading at 8m.41s. but the livelier view
of Griffiths at 7m.33s. puts the movement over with more vitality and drive which it probably
needs. The timings break down as follows:
Total
Scherzo
2.43
7.33
Griffiths
8.41
3.07
Shelley
7.02
2.4s
Walter
put
to Griffiths).
him
very
close
(restoration of Walter's missing repeat in the Trio would
Turning last of all to the opening movement, there is little in it timewise:
Allegro Total

Scherzo
2.41
3.0i
2.44
Adagio

Griffiths

t.52

Trio
2.09
2.33
1.33

10.09
10.56
10.50

12.01

t2.35
1.39
Shelley
t2.40
1.50
Walter
Martin Pulbrook referred to Shelley's 'fine, crisp performance' here and he wins the vote both

for this first movement and in the symphony as a whole, even though Griffiths takes the honours
in the Scherzo.

Symphony No.3 in C minor, Op.78
lO-inch LP recording by Georg Schlemm with the Frankfuit Radio Orchestra (1952, Urania
uRLPs008)
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2009, Hyperion
cDA67788)
ONE OF the thorniest problems in the interpretation of Spohr's symphonies is to find the
appropriate tempo for the Lorghetto second movement of the Third. It is closely bound up with
the publication history of the work which was issued by the Berlin firm of Adolf Schlesinger in
1828. However, only orehestral parts were published and it was not until 1870 that Schlesinger
brought out a full score. The 1828 part for the first violin gave the movement a metronome mark
ofcrotchet: 50 and this also appeared in the 1870 score.
During the twentieth century the symphony, which had been a regular concert item for several
decades after its composition, disappeared from the general repertoire until, in 1957,the Kassel
firm of Biirenreiter published a new, scholarly version edited by Horst Heussner. For his edition
Heussner's main source was Spohr's autograph score, kept in the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek in
Berlin under the label 'Mus. ms. Autogr. Spohr 9"'. Heussner notes that metronome marks had
been inserted in the autograph in red pencil but although he says that the fust editions ofthe score
and parts had been referred to for the purpose of comparison, he does not show a metronome
mark for the Larghetto. He neither remarks on the presence nor the absence of one in the
autograph so whether the omission from Heussner's score is simply an oversight or an editorial
decision is unclear.
The result is that conductors who use this score, the most easily-available one, have to decide
their exact tempo for the movement unless they have researched the Schlesinger editions. This
probably explains the many divergences of tempo in the various recorded versions.
When we listen to the 1952 Urania LP with Georg Schlemm and then Howard Shelley's CD
from some 60 years later it is clear that we are in two different worlds. Schlemm gives the broad
sort of reading that we might expect from such a conductor as Otto Klemperer and this approach
gives added sinews to the music so that the first movement has a towering sense of firm purpose.
In contrast, Shelley brings a well-pointed, rather light touch to things in a performance that is
even a few seconds quicker than the speedy and rather superficial Howard Griffiths.
The timings in this movement are given for Schlemm and Shelley plus Griffiths and Alfred
Walter but others are excluded as Martin Pulbrook demonstrated why these (Sulyok, Albrecht
and Hager) were ruled out of contention in the symphony as a whole through a number of reasons
such as the omission of essential repeats:
Andante Grave
Allegro
Total
6.t7
1.54
8.11
Griffiths
2.rt
6.59
9.10
Schlemm
t.43
6.25
8.08
Shelley
6.33
8.51
Walter
2.r8
Here, Walter is outstanding, pacing the ebb and flow of the music with consummate judgment
while being closer to Schlemm's monumental approach than either Griffiths or Shelley.
The Larghetto runges from 3m.54s. under Sulyok to 9m.58s. with Albrecht who makes the
music sound wonderfirlly rich and romantic at a tempo close to the metronome mark. However,
his reading of the other movements is so unenlightened that he must be ruled out of the running.

Both Schlemm (5m.26s.) and Shelley (5m.36s.) arefartoo quick as is Griffiths (5m.46s.), though
the two former produce such sensitive phrasing that it brings a more expressive feel to the music
than might seem possible at their chosen tempi. So Walter (7m.36s.), dispite a little stiffness in
his interpretation, leads the way here.
In the Scherzo, Schiemm is again very broad, perhaps too much so, while Shelley is at his best
and very close to Walter whose greater feeling for the lights and shades of the music make it
sound magical in his hands. In contrast, Griffiths is again disappointingly fast. Again, Griffiths
and Walter are added to the timing details:

Griffiths
Schlemm
Shelley
Walter

Scherzo
2.19
3.12
2.29
2.24

Trio

2.31
3.11
2.37
2.44

Scherzo
t.Z9
1.55
1.43
1.37

Total
6.19
8.18
6.49
6.45

In the finale Schlemm (7m.30s.) omits the essential

repeat, perhaps to accommodate the
movement along with the Scherzo on one side of a 10-inch LP. At nearly 16 minutes of music,
in1952 that would have been about the maximum possible. Otherwise, this is a good, possibly
great, reading but because Spohr writes as many as 13 first-time bars leading into the repeat it
would not be possible to reinstate it in a possible reissue of Schlemm's recording by the use of
present-day technology. So, in the final reckoning, Schlemm must take a back seat though his
version offers much to enjoy and so is well worth a listen.
Both Shelley (9m.35s.) and Walter (9m.46s.) are magnificent with Walter again more sensitive
in bringing out the instrumental colouring, while Griffiths (9m.12s.) is again too fast, though
superficially exciting. Just for the record, Schlemm would have taken 10m.28s. if the omitted
finale repeat could be included. Walter is certainly among the front runners in all four movements
so there can be no argument in choosing his version ahead of his six rivals in what is the
outstanding performance of his Marco Polo cycle of Spohr's symphonies.

Symphony No.4 (The Consecration of Sounds) in F major, Op.86
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2010, cpo 777 745-2)
THE PROPORTIONS of the four movements in the Fourth Symphony make it essential that the
repeat in the opening one is taken, otherwise these become unbalanced and it is a major asset of
Howard Griffiths's version that this is done. The movements may be pictured as an ABAB
formula in which each A movement lasts around 12-14 minutes while the B ones are at about 6-7
minutes. Both Howard Shelley and Alfred Walter omit this repeat so under them this movement
times in at some 10 minutes and so is overshadowed by the march in the third movement.
The two conductors must have felt this because they both try to reduce the dimensions of the
march, Walter by ignoring the 22-bar repeat near the start and Shelley by two cuts of sequential
material which together also come to some 22 barc. It seems anazing that two such fine
musicians should show such a blind spot over the necessity for taking this repeat.
Griffiths not only gives us the repeat but he also takes heed of Spohr's advice to other
conductors to push the music along at times to prevent it dragging. The first movement timings
show this factor clearly (with additional timings for Shelley and Walter if their missing repeat
is included):
Total
Griffiths
13.07
Shelley
8.28
10.02 (t3.2t)
Walter
8.3s
t0.27 (13.51)

Largo Allegro
1.50 t1.17
(tr.47)
1.34
(11.5e)
t.s2

Griffiths is also fastest in the second movement though this is purely due to his tempo in the
Andantino sections; with the Allegro he is on a par with Shelley and Walter:

Griffiths Shelley

Walter

1.25
1.36
1.33
Andantino (Lullaby)
Allegro (Dance)
0.39
0.38
0.40
1.1 i
t.20
1.18
Andantino (Lullaby)
(Serenade)
0.53
0.55
0.59
Andantino
0.08
0.08
0.07
Allegro
0.3s
0.36
0.41
Tempo primo
0.08
0.08
0.07
Allegro
1.18
l.l7
l.16
Tempo primo
6.16
6.39
6.4t
Total:
All three conductors handle the complex mix of time signatures with exemplary control so that
Spohr's expressive aim in the movement makes its fulI effect and Walter, as the timings show,
indulges in more flexibility than the others.
ln the march, however, Griffiths is definitely out in front, again pressing on with the tempo
at the points where the music could otherwise drag and, unlike Shelley or Walter, he feels no
necessity to reduce the movement's length. With Griffiths the march itself sets off with a really
jaunty step, something which is lacking from the more earnest, strict tempo approach of Shelley
and Walter.
Although Walter gives in general a fine performance of the symphony, he is slightly wanting
in the central section away from the march proper, moving with rather a plodding gait while
Shelley sounds somewhat restrained in this movement as a whole. Timings:
March Andante Total
March 'Trio'

maestoso

Griffiths

2.54
3.08
2.26

5.05
4.53
5.36

2.06 2.5r
2.t5 2.36
2.t7 3.29

12.56

1254
Shelley
13.46
Walter
movement)
bars
in
this
(Shelley and Walter omit22
ln the funeral dirge which opens the finale only seconds separate the timings in the three
versions as all are equally sensitive to Spohr's demands here with orchestral sounds evoked by
the composer which could easily be transplanted into a Bruckner slow movement. Where Walter
does score is in the 'Consolation through Tears' section of this finale. Griffiths and Shelley may
be nearer to Spohr's metronome mark but Walter's broader reading and the richness he gets from
his Budapest orchestra more effectively bring out the underlying emotional feeling in the music.
Timings:
Larghetto Allegretto Total
7.06
4.t7
2.49
Griffrths
6.42
2.45
3.57
Shelley
7.49
5.01
Walter
2.48
Because of his performance of the symphony with all repeats and no cuts, Griffiths is the
essential choice but his lively playing in the first and third movements makes his version the
most attractive as well.

Symphony No.5 in C minor, Op.102
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2010, cpo 777 745-2)
THE FIFTH Symphony has been fortunate in the high quality of its recorded performances.

Alfred Walter set the benchmark with one of the finest readings in his Marco Polo cycle where
he unleashed powerful drive and drama marred only by the omission of the repeat in the finale.
Howard Shelley, too, gave of his best though his slightly more studied approach put his
achievement behind that of Walter though he did include that vital finale repeat. This gave us a
dilemma over choice as, ideally, one wants the repeat along with all that Walter brings to the
music.
Now Howard Griffiths has come on the scene to solve this problem neatly
the repeat plus
a performance which all but matches Walter. The speedy approach used by Griffiths in general
spoils some of his earlier Spohr symphony recordings by bringing surface excitement without
allowing the music to 'breathe' properly and so allow more subtle nuances to shine through as
in the Second and Eighth. In contrast, this driving momentum is just what the Fifth responds to
as Walter demonstrated.
The first movement timings show just how close Griffiths and Walter are in this music:
Andante Allegro Total
Griffiths
1.14
t1.14
Shelley
t.20
t2.07
Walter
1.20
11.15
In his analysis of the Larghetto, Martin Pulbrook suggested it fell into four sections in ABAB
form. The retum of the A section is invaded by elements fromthe B section so that the movement
sounds a unified whole rather than sectional. Here Griffrths, as usual, is speedier than the other
two but offlers the most thrilling climax with its trumpet fanfare figure which almost transports
us to the coming age of Bruckner:

10.00
t0.47
9.55

Griffrths
Shelley
Walter

ABABTotal
2.25 1.28 0.s4 1.18 6.05
2.33 1.31 0.s5 1.18 6.17
2.35 r.34 O.st 1.18 6.24

Despite the similarity of the three versions (note the timings for the second A and B sections!),

perhaps more can be found in the music with a slightly broader cantabile which some old
broadcast performances achieved to show what can be done. Nevertheless, all three conductors
make this magnificent movement 'speak' in the strongest tones.
In the Scherzo Griffiths is once again the quickest but here this detracts a little from the
effectiveness of his reading though it is never in any way unacceptable. Walter, at a slightly
slower tempo, is more convincing than either Griffiths or Shelley:
Scherzo Coda Total
Scherzo Trio
0.51
3.57
t.25
Griffrths
4.02
t.l4
Shelley
4.15
0.58
r.34
Walter
(9m.51s.)
which
absolutely demands the
his
element
with
music
in
The finale sees Griffiths
adding the omitted repeat gives 9m.59s.) is equally
fast tempi he favours. Walter (7m.12s.
good but lacks that essential repeat while Shelley (10m.30s.) is just that bit tamer.
If Shelley had been the only available recording we would be enthusing over such an excellent
version, but Griffiths proves to be superb though Walter would still be as recorlmendable if only
he had not jettisoned the repeat in the finale.

t.29

r.t4

r.r7

0.27

0.55 0.24
0.26

Symphony No.6 (Iftslarical) in G major, Op.116
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2009, Hyperion
cDA67788)

CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2009, cpo 777 179-2)
DESPITE the brickbats heaped on the Sixth Symphony ever since its first performance, it keeps
rising, phoenix-like, from the ashes of its critical cremations. As Martin Pulbrook made clear,
the work is not just a series of pastiches of the four periods of musical history outlined in the full
title (Historical Symphony in the style and taste of four different periods of music), but is clearly
a composition by Spohr in which his fingerprints can be found throughout. This is not at all a
flaw; instead Spohr imbued the symphony with a fascinating attraction caused by the interrelationship of his personal style with his composer models.
So the unity of the four movements is achieved by this Spohrish stylistic link across all of
them which means that a conductor has few problems in making the whole symphony hang
together. This is obvious from the four recordings with the newer ones by Howard Griffiths and
Howard Shelley to add to those by Karl Anton Rickenbacher and Alfred Walter.
In the 'Bach-Handel' opening movement, Walter is the odd man out as the other three are
much closer together in their swifter view of the music, an approach which makes more sense
than Walter's rather lumbering performance. The timings are:
Largo Allegro Pastorale Tempo Total
grave moderato
primo
Griffiths
0.43
1.35
t.4t
5.15
Rickenbacher
2.02
0.41
5.47
Shelley
0.38
t.39
1.55
5.35
Walter
7.2s
In 'Haydn-Mozart', Walter (9m.17s.) also offers the most expansive reading, though here a
completely convincing one, while Shelley (7m.41s.) is also within range of bringing outthe
romantic core showing through the classical ('Mozart') thematic surface. Both Rickenbacher
(6m.53s.) and Griffiths (6m.28s.) are a little too crisp here with their view of the music neat
enough but overshadowed by Walter and Shelley
The Scherzo has sometimes come under fire for not sounding very much like one by
Beethoven but Bert Hagels, in his notes with the Griffiths recording, makes the valid point that
as Beethoven was the inventor of the symphonic scherzo, the choice of this form alone was
enough to represent 'The Age of Beethoven'. Both Dr Hagels and Martin Pulbrook also note that
here Spohr tries to go one better than Beethoven by linking the Trio thematically to the Scherzo
proper, something Beethoven himself avoided, preferring to opt for a complete contrast.
Griffrths takes the palm in this movement, not just for his lively and well-pointed performance
but also because the recording of the important timpani part makes a much stronger impact in
true Beethoven fashion than on the discs of his rivals. The timings are:
Scherzo Total
Scherzo Trio
2.08
t.45
5.52
Griffiths
2.06
1.42
5.50
fuckenbacher
1.48
6.03
Shelley
t.57
Walter
2.09
6.25
With the finale, Dr Pulbrook feels that it should be 'a stunning knock-out blow' and 'not an
exercise in vapidity', and the former is exactly what Shelley (6m.38s.) gives us. Rickenbacher
(6m.45s.) and Walter (6m.30s.) are both lively enough without the 'stunning knock-out' power
of Shelley while Griffiths (6m.4s.), although unleashing plenty of power, is a shade too speedy
for the full impact of the music to register.
So, because of this finale, Shelley is the first choice while Walter ('Haydn-Mozart') and
Griffiths ('Beethoven') show these two movements in their best light.

1.19

r.At
1.23
1.23
0.52 2.25 2.16 1.52

2.02
2.10
2.19

1.s9

2.05

Symphony No.l (The Earthly and Divine in Human Life) in C major, Op.121
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2011, Hyperion
cDA67939)
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2011, cpo 777 746-2)
FOR 20 YEARS from its release in1992 Alfred Walter's recording of the Seventh Symphony
remained the only one commercially available and it is only recently that first Howard Shelley
and then Howard Griffiths have given us their take on what is Spohr's most unconventional
contribution to his symphonic canon. The composer himself seems to have been especially fond
of the work, taking every possible opportunity to include it in concerts and in its own day it
received many critical plaudits including an often-quoted one from Robert Schumann.
Martin Pulbrook suggested that because the progarnme of the Seventh was an abstract
conception it made the work harder to comprehend than something like Beethoven's Pastoral
or Berlioz's Fantastique. But if we personifi, the three movements's portrayal of the earthly and
the divine in human life we can easily see that what we have is a Faustian struggle between the
two poles.
If Spohr had, in fact, called the symphony Faust and given the movements the titles of
'Gretchen', 'Faust', and 'Mephistopheles leading to Faust's redemption', listeners familiar with
Liszt's own Faust Symphony would have little difficulty in understanding what is going on in
the music. Indeed, Goethe's Faust itself has at its core a battle between the earthly with its
susceptibility to 'the devil's party' and the divine.
Walter's reading was never one of the most convincing in his Spohr cycle as he is too stodgy
in the 'World of Childhood' first movement, seems to be unsure of how to pace and shape 'The
Age of Passion' second movement and is too fast in the Presto part of the 'Final Victory of the
Divine' finale. Now, both Griffrths and Shelley put things to rights with very close agreement
on tempi and, unusually, it is Shelley who is slightly the quicker of the two except for the finale.
The first movement timings are:
Adagio Allegretto Total
0.59 10.07 1 1.06
Griffiths
10.43
1.00
Shelley
12.00
1.07
Walter
Here Shelley has a light, almost skittish touch with the main theme though Griffiths is also
excellent and is especially good with the lyrical second subject so that honours between the two
in this movement are about even.
In the second movement's Larghetto Walter is expansive which accounts for his longer
playing time as a whole but in the Allegro moderato he and Griffiths find a similar tempo with
very different results. Reference has already been made to Walter's shaky handling of the shape
of the movement with some tempo instability whereas Griffiths is totally convincing, eliciting
crisp and alert playing from his orchestra. Shelley is swifter than Griffiths but matches him in his
feeling for Spohr's intentions here. Timings:
Larghetto Allegro Total
moderato
tt.37
8.37
3.00
Griffrths
t0.43
8.09
Shelley
t2.01
8.36
Walter
give
readings with the most beautiful and
superb
and
Shelley
In the finale, again both Griffiths
poetic close to the Adagio apotheosis where Shelley's slower tempo makes the most of the music.
Crimtnr is the quicker of the two overall, though only marginally so, while Walter is simply too

9.43
10.53

2.34
3.25

10'

fast so that, for once in his cycle, things become something of an untidy scramble. Although
Griffrths and Shelley both bring the symphony to life with real feeling for the music which proves
it to be among Spohr's finest, Griffiths has the vote by the smallest of margins for a recording
of superb quality which shows to greater advantage his firmer handling in the second movement.
Timings:
Presto Adagio Total
10.27
Griffiths
10.44
Shelley
9.30
Walter

6.43
6.40
6.13

3.44
4.04
3.17

Symphony No.8 in G major, Op.137
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2010, Hyperion
cDA67802)
HOWARD Shelley is much nearer to Alfred Walter than Howard Griffiths in his view of the
Eighth Symphony. Consider these timings for the opening movement:

Adagio
Griffiths
Shelley
Walter

1.03

Allegro

Tota1

9.21

t0.24

I.t7 tr.23
1.10 11.15

12.45
12.25

In fact Shelley is fractionally slower than Walter and brings to the movement the 'momentum
and depth' that Martin Puibrook thought to be lacking in Walter's version, even though he came
closer to Spohr's intentions than Griffiths who was found to be too fast so that the rnusic became
a scramble. Shelley responds better to the ebb and flow of the movement than the other two with
judicious use of rubato which helps this fine piece to make a strong impact.
In the lamenting Poco Adaglo both Walter (5m.29s.) and Griffiths (5m.48s.) are too speedy
by quite a margin. Shelley (6m.23s.) comes closer to the ideal and is only 17 seconds quicker
than the admirable 6m.40s. achieved by Norman del Mar in his 1984 BBC broadcast though we
still await a performance lasting more than seven minutes in order to do fulIjustice to Spohr's
achievement here.
When we come to the Scherzo, Griffiths is the least convincing of the three conductors and
he also has the weakest solo violinist (unidentified in the CD booklet). Here, Peter Sldenka takes
the honours for Walter, sounding supremely confident in his demanding part. Shelley's soloist,
Anthony Flint, is midway between the other two. Shelley provides the most lively interpretation,
quicker even than Griffiths as these timings demonstrate:
Coda (Trio) Tempo primo Total
Scherzo Trio Scherzo
6.22
0.28
0.49
0.56
0.58
'0.3i
6.14
0.47
O.ss
0.55
7.08
0.33
0.54
1.10
1.09
Walter
Nevertheless, Shelley is fully idiomatic and, despite having the fine solo playing of Peter
Sklenka, Walter must take second place, even though his more measured performance has many
good points. Griffiths, because of his weak violin soloist, cannot be considered a rival to the
others, whatever the merits of his interpretation.
Shelley (9m.50s.) is almost identical to Walter (9m.51s.) in the finale, whereas Grifftths
(8m.6s.) is again out of the running through his headlong approach to the music and, taking the
symphony as a whole, Shelley is the outright choice in the first two movements as well as being

Griffrths
Shelley

3.11

3.06
3.24

fully competitive in the others.
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Symphony No.9 (The Seasons) in B minor, Op.l43
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2011, Hyperion
cDA67939)
CD recording by Howard Griffiths with the NDR Radiophilharmonie (2010, cpo 777 746-2)
THE NINTH Symphony has had a bad press throughout its existence but Martin Pulbrook put
forward the contrary view that it is one of Spohr's finest creations though we still await
performances which would bring out the full extent of the composer's achievement here.
The symphony suffered from its appearance at a time when the standard criticism of Spohr's
mannerisms was starting to take hold and that viewpoint has become established with writers on
Spohr's symphonies almost up to the present day. Now, with new versions by Howard Shelley
and Howard Griffiths, we are better placed to evaluate it without the prejudice of those earlier
critics.
The opening 'Winter' movement is markedr4llegro maestoso (the metronome mark is crotchet
: 126) but we have yet to hear the sort of broad, majestic performance in which the scoring for
blocks of woodwind and brass would truly look ahead to the orchestration with which we are
familiar in Bruckner. Although Howard Shelley (9m.29s.) and Karl Anton Rickenbacher
(9m.41s.) come nearest to this ideal in their timings, the latter seems far too polite and wellbehaved to project the power of winter in all its bleak majesty so that Shelley is the closest to
what is required.
Both Howard Griffrths (8m.50s.) and Alfred Walter (8m.43s.), at a slightly quicker tempo, put
more punch into the music than Rickenbacher though Walter's ensemble has a few moments of
untidiness but neither displace Shelley in this movement.
'Spring' brings us such delightful music that it would be difficult for anyone to mishandle it
and that indeed proves to be the case, though Walter is a little less relaxed and so does not quite
match the others in projecting the kindler-like mood of the main section. The timings show how
close the other conductors are in their view of the movement:
Transition Moderato Presto
Moderato Total
r.26
6.54
0.53
2.24
2.Ll
Griffiths
2.30
t.27
2.12
7.0t
Rickenbacher
0.52
7.07
t.32
2.t5
Shelley
0.48
6.20
2.ts
t.24
r.57
Walter
0.44
Ninth
Symphony
the
argument
over
which
of
the
version
With 'Summer' we reach the nub of
Rickenbacher and
should be recommended. Here, the interpretations split into two camps
timings
say it all:
Shelley on the one hand up against Griffiths and Walter on the other. The
'Thunder' Largo
Total
Largo
1.58
4.52
t.37
t.t7
Griffiths
2.44
t.52
6.24
1.48
Rickenbacher
2.54
6.41
2.08
1.39
Shelley
1.31
2.04
4.58
1.23
Walter
There is absolutely no contest. Both Griffiths and Walter bring plenty of sensitivity to their
chosen tempi but Rickenbacher and Shelley show that closer adherence to Spohr's Largo
marking brings enornous dividends in the expressive impact of this movement.
While Griffiths offers attractive readings of 'Winter' and 'spring' but is overshadowed in
'summer', he comes into his own in 'Autumn' where his lively tempo is just what the music
needs to bring it vividly to life. Shelley, too, is equally vivacious but Walter, despite being close
to these two timewise, sounds rather leaden-footed while Rickenbacher seems far more restrained
than joyous as the movement surely demands. Timings:

232

t2

Introduction
Griffiths

Autumn

Total

0.33
0.38
0.38
0.30

6.07
6.40
Rickenbacher
6.30
7.08
Shelley
6.06
6.44
Walter
6.t4
6.44
Overall then, Shelley takes the honours as both Griffiths and Walter lose out over their
treatment of 'Summer' while Rickenbacher, though excellent and idiomatic in the inner
movements, does not bring 'Winter' or 'Autumn' sufficiently to life in order to make his version
competitive.

Symphony No.10 in E flat major, WoO.8
CD recording by Howard Shelley with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana (2010, Hyperion
cDA67802)
BOTH GzuFFITHS and Shelley treat the Tenth Symphony in almost the same way; Shelley's
more poetic use of rubato, for instance, on easing into the second subjects of the outer
movements, gives him a slight edge but we still await a commercial issue which can match the
broader approach achieved by Eugene Minor in his 1998 perfonnances, the first of which was
the world premidre if we discount one from 1974 n an American college which was not open to
the general public.
Nevertheless, we must not fall into the trap of finding the pioneering interpretations the only
valid ones when it comes to works being performed for the first time. Colin Anderson (on
Shelley's CD of the Tenth in International Record Review) approvingly refers to 'its mercurial
attractiveness suggestive of Franz Berwald's music' and summed up: 'What a shame he didn't
have more faith in this work [...], for it is rather fine.'
So quicker interpretations can still promote a positive reaction from listeners though Eugene
Minor has demonstrated that the Larghetto, in particular, sounds a much deeper outpouring at
a slower tempo.
The two commercial recordings also share the same choice of repeats; both conductors omit
the one for the second half of the first movement but include the one in the Larghetto. The
closeness of the two versions extends to the timings as well. Allegro: Griffiths (7m.); Shelley
(7m.23s.); and Larghetto: Griffihs (7m.10s.); Shelley (7m.10s.). The Scherzo sections are as
follows, timewise:
Scherzo Trio Coda Total
Scherzo Trio
0.44
1.32
Griffrths
5.s8
0.45
5.s6
t.26
Shelley
Finale: Griffiths (5m.28s.); Shelley (5m.54s.). Total: Griffiths (25m.36s.); Shelley (26m.23s.).
Even though Shelley is only 47 seconds slower than Griffrths, his slightly greater expressive
result means he is, by a slight margin, the recommended version but with the proviso that the last
word has still to be said about what is, after all, a newly-revealed Spohr symphony, thanks to the
pioneering enterprise of Eugene Minor in his performances, and Bert Hagels with his critical
edition of the score.
Conclusion
THE COMPLETION of the cycles by Howard Griffrths and Howard Shelley to add to that by
Alfred Walter (who did not have the then unpublished Tenth available in 1991) gives us a basic
recorded archive from which to draw conclusions about a Spohr symphony performance
tradition. If we add the 1952 Georg Schlemm LP of the Third and the coupling of the Sixth and
Ninth by Karl Anton Rickenbacher as well as the Third under Tamas Sulyok, Gerd Albrecht and

r.07 0.23
1.08 0.24

2.t2
2.t3
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Leopold Hager, plus Choo Hoey's version of the Second, then there has been a total of 36 Spohr
symphony recordings from which the following points become clear.
With the Third (Walter), Fourth (Griffiths), Fifth (Griffiths), Sixth (Shelley), Seventh
(Grifftths and Shelley) and Eighth (Shelley) we have seven readings which present us with that
'platform of consciousness' desired by Martin Pulbrook. In the case of the First, Second (finale),
Ninth (first movement) and Tenth we have still not reached a stage where a recording could be
called definitive and so become the model for a future performing tradition.
Despite this, Shelley's First, Second and Ninth plus Walter's Second point in the right
direction. Schlemm's Third, with its historical resonances of an earlier performing generation
should also be taken on board along with Albrecht's Larghetto in the same work.
It is also to be hoped that the finest of these discs will spur someone to include the best of
Spohr's symphonies such as the Second to the Fifth plus the Seventh in live concerts or
broadcasts so that conductors can further explore and develop the 'platform of consciousness'
slowly being forged through the recordings reviewed by Martin Pulbrook in 2009 and in this
essay.

Overtures and other fillers
Some brief comments now follow on those overtures and other works used as fillers to the
recordings of the sl,rnphonies issued since 2009:
Shelley's disc of the Third and Sixth is filled out with the overture to Spohr's final oratorio
Der Fall Babylons. This is a substantial prelude (7m.23s. in this version) and Shelley does well
by it, not quite as impressive as Meredith Davies (7m.30s.) in the 1984 BBC broadcast where the
piccolo and side drum are brought out to greater effect, but superior to the rather statuesque
reading in the Coviello Classics set of the complete oratorio with the Braunschweig State
Orchestra under Matthias Stanze (8m.23s.).
The Eighth and Tenth symphonies volume in the Shelley cycle includes the overture to Der
Zweikampf mit der Geliebten, Spohr's third opera and the first one to be staged, in l81 1. Shelley
gives a lively performance (6m.13s.) of this pleasant but by no means stunning overture in what
is its first and only recording.
More enjoyable are the Introduzione (0m.50s.) ard Festmarsch (5m.22s.) which Shelley
brings to sparkling life on his CD of the Seventh and Ninth symphonies. Again, these are the only
recordings of these pieces.
Tuming to Howard Griffiths, his version of the First and Sixth symphonies adds the Concert
Overture in C minor, Op.l2. This 1806 piece was Spohr's first independent orchestral work,
setting aside his earlier concertos, and is a most impressive debut. Griffiths (5m.49s.) gives a
powerful reading which brings out more of the drama than his only rival, Sebastian Weigle
(6m.23s.) with the LeipzigChamber Orchestra on a Dabringhaus und Grimm release from 1999.
Spohr's least-known overture is probably that to Der Matrose which Griffiths adds to his
recording of the Fourth and Fifth symphonies. It was part of the incidental music to a play staged
in Kassel in 1839 to which a number of local composers contributed music. Griffiths (5m.35s.)
gives a neat performance of a work which, unusually, has only one theme, first in a moderate
tempo and then speeded up before fading out at the conclusion, presumably linking directly into
the stage action. This is its first and only recording.
In conclusion, the Op.89 waltz, Erinnerung an Marienbad, appearc on the final CD of the
Griffiths cycle which couples the Seventh andNinth symphonies. Griffiths (10m.6s.) successfully
brings out the dance elements, though a touch more of Viennese schmalz would not have come
amiss. The waltz was previously recorded by the Academy of St Martin in the Fields Chamber
Ensemble in a one-to-a-partversion on Philips, though this recording has long been deleted.
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